Maths

English
Non-Fiction writing – We will write a
Factual leaflet about North America.
Persuasive Writing - Philip Petit
We will be focusing on key features of
persuasive text linked to the book ‘The man
who walked between the towers’ written by
Philippe Petit.
Fictional ‘Finding Tale’ Story

Welcome back school. Here is an overview of the topics that we will be
covering in the next few weeks. If you have any questions, then please
don’t hesitate to ask. Miss Price will also be supporting our team in
Upper KS2 with our ‘Maths Catch Up’ programme. Our value this term
is: Thankfulness.

A finding tale based around WW2 – the
children will be writing a creative piece of

Science

ART

Our Science topic this term is
electricty. We will be studying:

How electricity has changed
over time.

Use recognised symbols when
reprsenting a simple or more
complex circuit.

Classifying and observing how
electrical componnents and
appliances work.

Using fruit as batteries to
construct circuits.

We will be looking at the art of Nerys
Levy and using colour mixing to
recreate one of her paintings.

PE

RE

CPSHE

Easter

Our school value for
This term is Thankfulness.
We will be discussing what we are thankful
for and creating a class display.

writing using higher level writing skills to
imitate The Machine Gunners text.
Grammar/Spellings
Spelling homework will be provided weekly.
We will be looking at a range of forms of
poetry such as Haikus riddles and free verse.
Reading (Three times a week)
Retrieval skills
Fact and opinion
Inference skills
Writer’s use of language
Learning how to answer questions using
evidence from the text.
SATs Style based question sessions
Please encourage your child to read regularly at
home.

Indoor– Dance (Weds)

Geography
Our Geography topic this term is North
America. We will be studying:

Geographical features of North
America

Climate

Population

Human and physical features

Biomes in North America

How New York has changed over time

This term we will be having a variety
of dance lessons from an outside
‘dance’ instructor teaching the
children different routines and
different dances.

Outdoor Games (Tues)
This term we will be focussing on
the skills needed to play Tag
Rugby.

The areas that we will be
covering this term include:

SATs style questions (Problem solving
and reasoning).

Continue to review arithmetic methods
daily (Fluent in 5).

Angles

Multiplying and dividing by 10, 100 and
1000.

Multiplying decimals by integers.

Converting units of weight, length and
distance.

Fractions to percentages.

Percentages of amounts.

Music




Our topic this term is Salvation: What
difference does the resurrection
make to Christian.
We will outline the timeline of the ‘big
story’ of the Bible, explaining the
place within it of the ideas of
Incarnation and Salvation.
Make connections between Christian
belief in the Resurrection and how
Christians worship on Good Friday and
Easter Sunday.

create art-work, poetry and music
inspired by a piece of orchestral music
listen and reflect on a work for
orchestra
perform as an ensemble

In CPSHE we will be looking at social
media and how to use it responsibly. We
will look at ways to support their digital
wellbeing.

